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DIVISION ONE
At the Crosspit Arena it was surprising to see neither manager going for any kind of marking. With the hosts lining up in a

very attack minded 3-5-3 and the visiting Laissez-Faire in a positive minded 3-5-2 as well, we got plenty of action at both

ends. The Crosspit Utd attack was much better on getting their shots on target, but Matthieu had a good game, keeping out

some very good shots that the home crowd almost were celebrating goals from. Down the other end Jiang Pei had a harder

time dealing with the Laissez shots, that is those they managed to get on target, and he let in the same amount of goals as his

counter part. The score line in the end a fair enough 5-5, but for Laissez I thing letting in 5 goals here was unnecessary, and

with some other tactics employed they should have been able to get the win here. ***** Skelmersdale climb to the top as they

get a very easy win at home to Walton Rangers, the visitors even opting for young Guinness in their defence. Still for all their

possession Skelmersdale only managed the single goal, and I think they have to show more than they currently do to end the

season where they now are. ***** Without Todd it was not a good time for Q of N and manager Miller to have to go to local

rivals System Lords. When their manager on top of this decide to not use any kind of marking, it really was looking good for

the hosts. Still they struggled to break down the Q of N team, not helped by the fact that forward Kikoos got himself sent off

ten minutes into the second half, and Kalambero had a good match between the sticks as well. But seven minutes from time

Commodus came forward, went into the area, went over without any contact coming in from closest opponent Hoof, but the

referee got fooled into giving the penalty. Commodus put the penalty into the net himself, to give System Lords the win. *****

Another local derby at St Johns, where the hosts entertained Zion Gardens, and the hosts ran out deserved winners, but

their win marred by injuries to both Owen and Homer. But in an important match like this, I can’t understand that neither

manager see fit to use some kind of marking?? ***** Flamengo RJ get a well deserved win at D.D.T., as their 3-5-2 have the

better of play all over the pitch against the defensive 4-4-2 of the hosts. ***** Jeltzin have a magnificent match at Beruit FC,

as he helps his team Wycombe to a well deserved 6-1 win. Manager Read not too happy with the injury to captain Browning

though.

DIVISION TWO
Silva City started their post-Barnish era away at Primal

Paragons, in a must win match if to state they mean real

business regarding their promotion bid. Despite the visitors

being well in control from start to finish, and Skovsted not

looking anywhere close to fit, they struggled to turn their

superiority into telling result. Four minutes into the second half

they did finally manage to get one shot past Skovsted, and

as their ball winners kept what little the hosts had of shots off

their own goal, that goal gave the visitors a well deserved 1-0

win. ***** Dow Crag Rovers stroll to a very easy 3-0 win at

Real Santiago, should probably have been at least a couple

more. ***** The Showboats get a 1-0 win at home to

Crimson Dynamo, despite their marking attempt on Wallace

backfiring. Why the visitors didn’t use the offside tactics I don’t

understand though. ***** 3rd against 4th at Ameliehekeani, with

the hosts lining up in a SW-2-5-2, and Faarevejle Utd going

for a balanced 3-5-2. The zonal marking of the visitors gave

them the edge all over, and the hosts couldn’t muster a single

shot from ordinary build up play. The visitors on the other

hand did create some good openings, but had a hard time

getting their shots on target. With Polska not on top fitness it

thus was nervous in the away end each time Ameliehekani

produced something from their individual talents, and in the

35th minute it was an order too tall for Polska, as

Oppenheimer placed a curled free kick over the wall and

into the top right corner. The result rather harsh on

Faarevejle, but manager Molloy won’t mind. *****

Kirkwood Albion and Tudor Avenue line up in a 4-4-2

and 3-4-3 respectively, with Tudor going for marking on

Hegel and Valdo. The job was done reasonably well by

(Y) Alaska, but Morten (S) never got close to Valdo. This

meant we got a match where the teams matched each

others strength in every area, both creating chances from

attack, and with a stalemate in the middle of the park.

Thus it was rather surprising to see Kirkwood end the

match 3-2 winners, as Kaka in the away goal is of so

much higher class than Diva Ronno at the moment, but

somehow Kaka let in close to half of the shots he had to

save, while Diva Ronno managed to do reasonably

better. ***** Finally Sporting Stars just edge the match at

home to Hatchend Heroes, and also get the only goal of

the match, giving them a 1-0 win to close in on the teams

above them.

DIVISION THREE
Leaders Red Star this week had a trip to next to bottom

Barnet F.C., and manager Hansford sent his team out in

a rather positive 3-3-4, while manager Stevens went for a

balanced 3-4-3. The visitors had the better of play, but had
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win to keep up with Rustin. The hosts lined up in a very

defence minded 5-3-2, and the relative balanced 3-3-4 of the

hosts met a wall of defence. Still they managed to create some

openings from the middle of the park, and even some from

their defenders venturing forward, but they had a hard time

getting the ball on target. But from a corner in the 25th minute

Chechnya managed to steer the ball into the net for the only

goal of the match. With the hosts not set up for any kind of

attacking play that was enough to secure the three points. *****

Sky Blue Fire lined up in a SW-2-5-2 at home to Univ.

Nanterre, while the visitors went for a SW-3-3-3. Callum got

the only goal of the match in the 13th minute, for a win rather

against the run of play. ***** FC Barca had by far the better of

play from start to finish against Fatal Flops, but a 32nd minute

own goal from Pearson handed a point to the visitors. *****

Southdown finally showing some kind of form, but as it was

against struggling Armani Casuals it just might be a false

dawn? Their 3-3-4 had no problem getting five without reply

against the SW-3-4-2 of the hosts, and had it not been for

Dmitrov, it could easily have been at least three or four more.

***** Lang Gah no match for Luton Lions, also getting five

without reply. The SW-4-3-2 of the hosts outplayed all over by

the 3-4-3 of the visitors, and Bawbag not the hardest to score

against.

UP FOR THE CUP
REPLAY ROUND-UP

Terra Firma had the better of play at Beruit FC, but had to

settle for a re-match at home. This time around they managed

to get on top also in the score line, but that was mainly due to

Righetti having a very bad match at the back for the visitors.

Nelson at the other end didn’t have a better match though,

letting in four from six on target, but as the hosts also was

helped out by Kjeld getting one for the opponents, Terra end

up 6-4 winners. ***** At Lang Gah it was the visiting Univ.

Nanterre that controlled the proceedings, as their strong back

four ventured forward time and again, and the 3-0 win no less

than they deserved. ***** Dow Crag Rovers only managed to

score once against non-league Sutton (or was it a matter of

mistaken identity here, with Northwich turning up at the wrong

venue?), despite being well on top from start to finish, but that

is enough to get them the win, as their opponents can’t create

a single chance. ***** Non-league Northwich battled hard at

home to a under strength Rustin Diamonds, and take the 4th

division leaders to extra-time and penalties, but in the end it’s

heartbreak, as Rustin sneak through 4-3 on penalties. ***** Q

of N, still without Todd, lined up in a 3-4-3 at home to West

London, which came in a solid but very defence minded 4-4-2.

The visitors also opted for zonal marking, and that restricted

their opponents, and only thing lacking for the visitors was a

little more courage, as they kept eleven men behind the ball at

all times. This meant they had a very hard time creating

chances, while the hosts defenders got the time and space to

venture forward time and again, and this led to an opener for

the hosts in the 16th minute, and they then added a second in

the 79th minute. West London thus lost the match, despite

having the better of play throughout. ***** The Showboats

strolled past Bolton Tigers, as the visitors threw their match,

fielding a couple of youngsters in a very weak team.

LEAGUE CUP HIGHLIGHTS
Red Star had a 1-0 win from their away leg, and at home to

Crimson they had no problem finishing the job, although they

had to settle for a 1-1 draw, as Antonescu gifted the visitors

the hosts employed the offside trap and/or some marking,

they might have come out better of this match. As it was Red

Star finally managed to get a winner, half way through the

second half, as Raul curled a free kick around the wall and

just inside the left post. For the rest of the match Bangkok

kept a clean sheet, having a very good game considering his

lack of fitness. ***** Putney Celtic had a harder task on their

hands, as the team occupying 2nd spot had to visit 3rd placed

Arsenal 1866. The hosts lined up in an attack minded 3-4-3,

with Tevez and Zumino doing good jobs on restricting Crete

and Chun Mad. The visitors fielded a 3-5-2, and despite the

marking from Arsenal, they did have the better of play in the

middle of the park, and were also able to create some

chances from their forward line. But in contrast to their hosts

they had a hard time getting their shots on target, and this

resulted in Qvist not having to much to do, and only letting in

one, while Henkel had a lot of work on his hands, and ended

up letting in no less than six. The 6-1 score line not really a

fair reflection of the game, but Arsenal deserved to get the

three points. ***** Balderton took advantage of Putney’s loss

to climb above them and into 3rd spot, as they had no

problems against rock bottom Tameside, getting a well

deserved 5-0 win. ***** Pre-season favourites West London

FC entertain Ipswich Blues, and get a 3-1 win, with

Verulamium spared from blushes, as he handed the visitors

the softest of goals in the 21st minute, fumbling their only shot

of the match through his own legs. Much better from the

hosts in the 2nd half, as they score three without reply, to end

up deserved winners. ***** Hard fought derby at Royal

Spurs, as they host Terra Firma. The zonal marking of the

visitors levelling the match out, and in the end a fair enough

result with 0-0, but the hosts should probably have been able

to win it with better tactical choices. To add to the dropped

points, they also got an injury to Sandro. ***** Bolton Tigers

from start to finish at home to Fenham, and the 2-0 result a

fair reflection of their dominance.

DIVISION FOUR
Rustin Diamonds once more make unnecessary hard work

of it in their match against local rivals Wath Dearnesmen, but

at least they know got a manager to blame, with Hugo Allen

coming in to steer the team to the divisional title. 4-4-2 at

home is not the way to win over the fans though. ***** G.M.I

Seville had a trip to Newtown FC this week, and needed a
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with an own goal to make the end to the game more nervous

than it should have been for the hosts. ***** Tudor finish off

Sporting Stars with a solid looking 4-1 win at Sporting Stars,

but why on earth did manager Hendry field youngster

McCrudden here? ***** Not a single shot to report from the

match at D.D.T., suiting manager Briggs as his team go

through after their 1-0 at home in the first leg. ***** After the

first leg of Silva City’s tie with System Lords, there were big

controversy with reports surfacing that there had been some

rather unethical producing of scouting reports, leading to

Silva’s long serving manager Barnish walking away. Not

sure if that was the correct reaction though, as that left Silva

with a much harder task, having to settle in with a new

manager for their home leg. The hosts lined up in a 3-5-2, with

Stalin chasing shadows, and none of the middle men of the

Lords marked. The visitors lined up similarly, and their

marking of Magilton got them the edge, but they also opted to

keep all men behind the ball, so this ended as a match of few

chances, with the battling powers of the Silva team doing their

usual job breaking down chances as well. Thus, to no surprise

the match ended in a 0-0 draw again after the ninety minutes,

and to be honest I think most inside the stadium also thought

that would be the result after the extra thirty minutes. Kafkas

thought otherwise though, as he found the room and space

down the right had flank in the 94th minute, and his cross found

the head of striker Batling, that sent the ball like a bullet into

the top right corner, leaving Tanakizulu no chance. Justice in

the end then most might think, and a great win for the new

man at the helm. ***** At Kirkwood it was a very defence

minded team, playing in a 4-4-2, that welcomed the visiting

Showboats, which came in a much more adventurous 4-2-4.

Both teams created some chances though, but Brooklyn

Spice got the only goal of the match at the stroke of half time.

Thus it was the visitors that went through, deserved 3-1

winners on aggregate. ***** After their very unlucky 0-3 defeat

at Skelmersdale, it was once more all Flamengo RJ in their

home leg. This time they did get a couple of goals, and should

probably have had at least one or two more, but with

Callaghan still not on top fitness, they looked vulnerable at the

back. They didn’t allow the visitors a single chance from

normal play, but from some moments of individual brilliance

Skelmersdale still got some shots off, and they put two of

those away, to get themselves a much undeserved draw on

the night, and an equally undeserved 5-2 aggregate win.

Though, I guess that is what make them a trophy winning side,

their ability to also pick up results when they shouldn’t. ***** St

Johns get a 3-0 win at Walton to go through 4-0 on

aggregate. It is a bit flattering score line after two very even

matches between the teams, but they go deservedly through.

***** Laissez-Faire as Silva City manage to go through after

some controversy surfacing after the first leg, but they had to

wait until extra time before they managed to get their

superiority to count. In the end 5-3 aggregate winners, should

probably have been closer to 10-3 had it not been for a

fantastic display from Bellamy, that really looked like he was

on some kind of steroids. ***** On the pitch it was very even

between Rustin Diamonds and their visitors Zion Gardens,

but Kjavik never was up to the task at the back for the hosts,

and that cost his team as he let in two from the three shots he

had to deal with. ***** Dow Crag Rovers get a 2-0 win at

home to West London FC, as the visitors make it hard for

themselves being far too negative, and Fjell doesn’t have a

single shot to save. ***** Royal Spurs have no trouble seeing

off FC Barca, 1-0 on the night and 2-0 on aggregate. ***** Q

of N had 1-0 from their away leg, and at home they should

have strolled to an aggregate win. But for some reason

manager Miller had gone for a team with a young

inexperienced sweeper in front of Kalambero, and the hosts

hardly managed to create anything here. The visitors didn’t do

much better, but from a long range shot, deflected off

Coniulo, they took the lead in the 26th minute, and that is how

the first ninety minutes ended. Not much better from the hosts

in extra time, and despite equalising in the 97th minute, it was

the visitors that ended victorious on the night and on

aggregate, as Dattilo in the 104th minute poked the ball home

following a corner. 2-2 the aggregate score, and Beruit FC

through on away goals. ***** Putney Celtic get a rather

fortunate 1-0 win at home to Bolton Tigers, and are through

2-0 on aggregate. Some marking might have changed this

result around though. ***** Barnet F.C. get a deserved 4-0 win

at Real Santiago, but in truth that result tell more about the

weakness of the hosts than of the visitor’s strength. *****

Faarevejle Utd stroll to a 5-1 win on the night, 8-1 on

aggregate, but should probably have done like their

opponents, and fielded some youngsters to give them

invaluable experience. ***** Arsenal 1866 rode their luck to a

much undeserved 4-2 away win in their first leg against

Wycombe Falcons. At home they get a new win, this time 3-

0, but as opposed to in the first leg, this time it was at least in

an even match. Still the result was a bit harsh on their

opponents, both on the night, and especially on aggregate.

3rd Round Draw

The Showboats vs Skelmersdale

Crosspit Utd vs Silva City

Zion Gardens vs Dow Crag Rovers

Putney Celtic vs Barnet F.C.

Red Star vs Tudor Avenue

St Johns vs Laissez-Faire

Royal Spurs vs Beruit FC

Faarevejle Utd vs Arsenal 1866

TRANSFER TRAILS
The auction:

Manager McAuley bring in a new goalie for the coming

seasons, as he pay just above £1 mill. for the promising

Cajtoft. ***** Hard tackling Bjorn Borg join Lang Gah,

certainly a good addition to his new team. ***** Carthago

leaves West London FC, after refusing to sign a new

contract, and it is Bolton Tigers that secures his signature for

the very cheap price of 378k.

Private deals:

Some youths changing clubs to hopefully strengthen their new

clubs long term, but only immediate impact will be Ja Reyes,

going to Southdown to Lang Gah for 800k, to hopefully help

his new club close in on the promotion they were tipped to

challenge for.
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Peter 50 Wind: Light
Handofgod 76 Pitch: Hard
Tevez 81 
bkd - Peter (82) 

BARNET F.C. 0 : 1 RED STAR (A - 0.7)
Att 28740 Raul 68
Wind: Light Pitch: Good

ROYAL SPURS 0 : 0 TERRA FIRMA (H - 0.1)
bkd - Froo le (37)/ bkd - Rasmussen (52)
Sandro (55)/ Att 32545
Rose (19) Wind: Light
off - (g)inccie (50) Pitch: Hard
Inj - Sandro (3) *Derby Game*

BOLTON TIGERS 2 : 0 FENHAM ROVERS (H - 0.9)
Pariz 38 bkd - Mgubga (52)
Milki 74 Att 28322
Inj - Hernando (1) Wind: Light
Pitch: Muddy 

DIVISION 4

SKY BLUE FIRE 1 : 0 UNIV. NANTERRE (A - 0.5)
Callum 13 Att 22602
Wind: Calm Pitch: Good

FC BARCA 1 : 1 FATAL FLOPS FC (H - 1.5)
Spearing 37 Pearson 32(og)
Att 27416 Wind: Light
Pitch: Muddy 

SOUTHDOWN FC 5 : 0 ARMANI CASUALS (H - 1.9)
Wijnter 32 Att 21643
Majour hazard 55 Wind: Light
Van der blast 63 Pitch: Wet
Morten bo-jens 72 
Arnesen 90 

LANG GAH 0 : 5 LUTON LIONS (A - 3.3)
Att 27664 Bayern 6,70
Wind: Light Bittrich 16
Pitch: Wet Vickers 50
  Sagasson 54

NEWTOWN FC 0 : 1 G.M.I SEVILLE (A - 0.7)
Att 29223 Chechnya 25
Wind: Light Pitch: Wet

RUSTIN DIAMONDS 1 : 0 WATH DEARNESMEN (H - 1.5)
Cherundolo 35 bkd - Isaksson (3)/
bkd - Schulz (84)/ Javier hervas (64)
Simons (15) off - Isaksson (7)
Att 33758 Wind: Light
Pitch: Muddy *Derby Game*

Week eleven

THE DRAKE CUP

1st round replays

TERRA FIRMA 6 : 4 BERUIT FC (H - 0.3)
Rasmussen 20 Biaocchi 14
Dorou 35 Coniulo 16
Kjeld 47(og) Kjeld 63
Garrard 53,70 Chiusano 88
Messi 66 Att 27323
Wind: Calm Pitch: Good

LANG GAH 0 : 3 UNIV. NANTERRE (A - 2.7)
Att 22971 Croche 10,80
Wind: Light Yosef 86
Pitch: Hard 

DOW CRAG ROVERS 1 : 0 SUTTON(NL) (H - 2.1)
Collison 73 Att 29400
Wind: Light Pitch: Good

NORTHWICH(NL) 0 : 0 RUSTIN DIAMONDS (A - 1.7)
Att 20095 Wind: Light [AET]
Pitch: Good 

RUSTIN DIAMONDS WIN PENALTY SHOOTOUT 4 - 3

Q OF N 2 : 0 WEST LONDON FC (A - 0.5)
Hoof 16 Att 44538
Ould daddah 79 Wind: Light
Pitch: Good 

RESULTS ROUND-UP

TEMPERATURE: Cool

Week ten

DIVISION 1

CROSSPIT UTD 5 : 5 LAISSEZ-FAIRE (A - 0.1)
Mboma 44 Neuhaas 4
Andreas 50,87 Cougas 8,42
Fehr 67,71 Cruuse 35,50
Att 56980 Wind: Light
Pitch: Good 

SKELMERSDALE 1 : 0 WALTON RANGERS (H - 1.7)
Bensson 51 Att 48825
Wind: Light Pitch: Muddy

SYSTEM LORDS 1 : 0 Q OF N (H - 0.5)
Commodus 83(p) bkd - Mbala (26)
off - Kikoos (55) Att 43605
Wind: Light Pitch: Muddy
*Derby Game* 

ST JOHNS 3 : 0 ZION GARDENS (H - 0.5)
Owen 17 Att 47586
Knudsen 44 Wind: Calm
Homer 51 Pitch: Good
bkd - Knudsen (28) *Derby Game*
Inj - Owen (1)/ 
Homer (1) 

D.D.T. 0 : 2 FLAMENGO RJ (A - 0.9)
bkd - Drek (17) Yoragz 55
Att 57066 Oleg 61
Wind: Calm Pitch: Good

BERUIT FC 1 : 6 WYCOMBE FALCONS (A - 1.7)
Dattilo 45 Jeltzin 25,62,82,88
Att 27676* Browning 35(p)
Wind: Light Sanderson 76
Pitch: Wet Inj - Browning (2)

DIVISION 2

THE SHOWBOATS 1 : 0 CRIMSON DYNAMO (H - 0.3)
Chung yong 48 Att 29516
Wind: Light Pitch: Good

AMELIEHEKEANI 1 : 0 FAAREVEJLE UTD (A - 0.7)
Oppenheimer 35 Att 53000*
Wind: Light Pitch: Good

KIRKWOOD ALBION 3 : 2 TUDOR AVENUE (A - 0.3)
Benito 15 Mbia 23
Amobi 51 Erikson 50
Cousin 84 Att 47500*
Wind: Calm Pitch: Good

SPORTING STARS 1 : 0 HATCHEND HEROES (H - 0.1)
Parisienne 75 Att 32480
Wind: Light Pitch: Muddy

PRIMAL PARAGONS 0 : 1 SILVA CITY (A - 1.4)
Att 24440 O’alley 49
Wind: Light Pitch: Muddy

REAL SANTIAGO 0 : 3 DOW CRAG ROVERS (A - 2.9)
Att 30946 Collison 53,78
Wind: Light Lands 82
Pitch: Good 

DIVISION 3

TAMESIDE CELTIC 0 : 5 BALDERTON FC (A - 1.5)
Att 28415 Stella 17,90
Wind: Light Van drewkroftz 28
Pitch: Good Zen 67,70

WEST LONDON FC 3 : 1 IPSWICH BLUES (H - 1.3)
Overmars 48,75 Ringvold 21
Gislandsk 77 Att 30635
Wind: Light Pitch: Wet

ARSENAL 1866 6 : 1 PUTNEY CELTIC (H - 0.3)
Wag butler 7,89 Driscan 20
Schweisteiger 8 Att 36502
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THE SHOWBOATS 3 : 0 BOLTON TIGERS (H - 2.3)
Caitbo 1 Att 30720
Boilesen 36 Wind: Light
Ryo hazuki 81 Pitch: Hard

MARGATE(NL) 2 : 1 WEYMOUTH(NL) (A - 0.3)
Patel 113(og) Foggart 114 [AET]
Lemon 115(p) Att 14453
bkd - Vales (23) Wind: Light
Inj - Oakes (2) Pitch: Muddy

Week twelve

THE DRAKE LEAGUE CUP

2nd round 2nd legs

RED STAR 1 : 1 CRIMSON DYNAMO (H - 0.9)
Ibrahimovic 34 Antonescu 70(og)
Att 27919 Wind: Light
Pitch: Good 

(RED STAR WIN 2-1 ON AGGREGATE)

SPORTING STARS 1 : 4 TUDOR AVENUE (A - 0.5)
Siggi siggs 51 Cocu 3
Att 41761 Abbason 20,74
Wind: Light Morten(s) 56
Pitch: Wet 

(TUDOR AVENUE WIN 6-1 ON AGGREGATE)

D.D.T. 0 : 0 CROSSPIT UTD (A - 0.5)
Att 54440 Wind: Brisk
Pitch: Hard 

(CROSSPIT UTD WIN 1-0 ON AGGREGATE)

SILVA CITY 1 : 0 SYSTEM LORDS (A - 0.1)
Batling 94 Att 27889 [AET]
Wind: Light Pitch: Muddy

(SILVA CITY WIN 1-0 ON AGGREGATE)

KIRKWOOD ALBION 0 : 1 THE SHOWBOATS (H - 0.1)
Att 43500 Brooklyn spice 45
Wind: Light Pitch: Wet

(THE SHOWBOATS WIN 3-1 ON AGGREGATE)

FLAMENGO RJ 2 : 2 SKELMERSDALE (H - 0.3)
Nihani 4 Jaipur 53
Vergetner 67 Thomas 83
Att 45500* bkd - Endles moniy (41)
Wind: Light Pitch: Wet
*Derby Game* 

(SKELMERSDALE WIN 5-2 ON AGGREGATE)

WALTON RANGERS 0 : 3 ST JOHNS (A - 0.3)
Att 31290 Murray 27
Wind: Light Covilha 63
Pitch: Wet Elm 90

(ST JOHNS WIN 4-0 ON AGGREGATE)

G.M.I SEVILLE 1 : 4 LAISSEZ-FAIRE (A - 1.9)
Scipio 113 Cruuse 1,98,109,120 [AET]
bkd - Babidos (87)/ Inj - Spencer (6)
Jesus navas (8)/ Att 32093*
Scipio (82)/ Wind: Light
Shostokovich (56) Pitch: Good

(LAISSEZ-FAIRE WIN 5-3 ON AGGREGATE)

RUSTIN DIAMONDS 0 : 2 ZION GARDENS (A - 0.5)
Att 36253 Julio grato 10
Wind: Light Ullowah 84
Pitch: Good 

(ZION GARDENS WIN 2-0 ON AGGREGATE)

DOW CRAG ROVERS 2 : 0 WEST LONDON FC (H - 0.3)
Oporto 42 Att 35446
Nielsen 50 Wind: Light
Pitch: Good 

(DOW CRAG ROVERS WIN 2-0 ON AGGREGATE)

FC BARCA 0 : 1 ROYAL SPURS (A - 1.3)
Att 27513 Sandro 27
Wind: Light Pitch: Muddy

(ROYAL SPURS WIN 2-0 ON AGGREGATE)

Q OF N 1 : 2 BERUIT FC (H - 0.5)
Django 97 Coniulo 26 [AET]
Att 42873 Dattilo 104
Wind: Light Pitch: Muddy

(BERUIT FC WIN 2-2 ON AWAY GOALS)

PUTNEY CELTIC 1 : 0 BOLTON TIGERS (A - 0.1)
Driscan 60 bkd - De guzman (18)
Att 29191 Wind: Light
Pitch: Good 

(PUTNEY CELTIC WIN 2-0 ON AGGREGATE)

REAL SANTIAGO 0 : 4 BARNET F.C. (A - 1.3)
Att 28689 Cena 22
Wind: Light Milano 28
Pitch: Wet Frejus 38
  Budapesti 62

(REAL SANTIAGO WIN 6-1 ON AGGREGATE)

FAAREVEJLE UTD 5 : 1 LUTON LIONS (H - 3.1)
O’neill 28 Vickers 83
O’nally 37 Att 46995
Jackie chan 40 Wind: Brisk
Amst 42 Pitch: Good
Jorgensen 62 

(FAAREVEJLE UTD WIN 8-1 ON AGGREGATE)

ARSENAL 1866 3 : 0 WYCOMBE FALCONS ( - )
Tevez 37 Att 45455*
Zumino 63 Wind: Light
Wag butler 71 Pitch: Muddy
bkd - Zumino (22) 

(ARSENAL 1866 WIN 7-2 ON AGGREGATE)

Friendly Matches

HATCHEND HEROES 1 : 1 RED STAR (H - 1.7)

FAAREVEJLE UTD 2 : 1 TERRA FIRMA (H - 0.9)

ST JOHNS 2 : 2 NEWTOWN FC (H - 2.1)

WYCOMBE FALCONS 7 : 1 SYSTEM LORDS (H - 1.3)

TUDOR AVENUE 0 : 1 UNIV. NANTERRE (H - 0.3)

WALTON RANGERS 0 : 2 REAL SANTIAGO (A - 0.3)

ZION GARDENS 1 : 0 AMELIEHEKEANI (A - 2.3)

TELFORD UTD(NL) 6 : 0 BARNET F.C. (H - 4.3)
Inj - Bardsley (1) bkd - Padraicins (59)

G.M.I SEVILLE 1 : 2 D.D.T. (A - 3.1)

LANG GAH 1 : 3 ARSENAL 1866 (A - 2.1)

PUTNEY CELTIC 0 : 4 ENFIELD(NL) (A - 2.7)

CROSSPIT UTD 6 : 1 BALDERTON FC (H - 3.5)

WEATHER FORECAST

Temperature next session: Cool

Predicted wind speed next session: Gale
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DRAKE LEAGUE. DIVISION 1

...TEAM NAME... PL W D L F A Dif Pts

1 SKELMERSDALE 5 4 1 0 7 1 6 13

2 FLAMENGO RJ 5 3 2 0 10 1 9 11

3 LAISSEZ-FAIRE 5 3 2 0 11 5 6 11

4 SYSTEM LORDS 5 3 1 1 4 2 2 10

5 ST JOHNS 5 2 3 0 7 2 5 9

6 Q OF N 5 2 2 1 6 4 2 8

7 WYCOMBE FALCONS 5 2 1 2 10 6 4 7

8 D.D.T. 5 1 1 3 6 7 -1 4

9 WALTON RANGERS 5 1 1 3 3 7 -4 4

10 CROSSPIT UTD 5 0 3 2 8 15 -7 3

11 BERUIT FC 5 0 1 4 2 15 -13 1

12 ZION GARDENS 5 0 0 5 1 10 -9 0

DRAKE LEAGUE. DIVISION 2
...TEAM NAME... PL W D L F A Dif Pts

1 SILVA CITY 5 4 1 0 4 0 4 13

2 AMELIEHEKEANI 5 3 2 0 8 0 8 11

3 DOW CRAG ROVERS 5 2 3 0 7 1 6 9

4 TUDOR AVENUE 5 2 2 1 14 4 10 8

5 SPORTING STARS 5 2 2 1 3 1 2 8

6 KIRKWOOD ALBION 5 2 1 2 7 10 -3 7

7 THE SHOWBOATS 5 2 1 2 9 13 -4 7

8 FAAREVEJLE UTD 5 2 0 3 17 12 5 6

9 HATCHEND HEROES 5 1 2 2 4 7 -3 5

10 CRIMSON DYNAMO 5 1 1 3 4 7 -3 4

11 PRIMAL PARAGONS 5 1 0 4 2 7 -5 3

12 REAL SANTIAGO 5 0 1 4 0 17 -17 1

DRAKE LEAGUE. DIVISION 3
...TEAM NAME... PL W D L F A Dif Pts

1 ARSENAL 1866 5 4 0 1 14 7 7 12

2 RED STAR 5 4 0 1 10 3 7 12

3 BALDERTON FC 5 3 1 1 12 1 11 10

4 WEST LONDON FC 5 3 0 2 6 4 2 9

5 PUTNEY CELTIC 5 3 0 2 5 7 -2 9

6 ROYAL SPURS 5 2 2 1 4 2 2 8

7 BOLTON TIGERS 5 2 1 2 5 4 1 7

8 TERRA FIRMA 5 1 2 2 3 7 -4 5

9 FENHAM ROVERS 5 1 2 2 2 8 -6 5

10 IPSWICH BLUES 5 1 1 3 2 7 -5 4

11 BARNET F.C. 5 0 3 2 6 9 -3 3

12 TAMESIDE CELTIC 5 0 0 5 0 10 -10 0

DRAKE LEAGUE. DIVISION 4
...TEAM NAME... PL W D L F A Dif Pts

1 RUSTIN DIAMONDS 5 5 0 0 7 2 5 15

2 G.M.I SEVILLE 5 4 1 0 12 0 12 13

3 SKY BLUE FIRE 5 4 0 1 5 2 3 12

4 LUTON LIONS 5 3 1 1 8 2 6 10

5 WATH DEARNESMEN 5 3 1 1 6 2 4 10

6 FC BARCA 5 3 1 1 4 2 2 10

7 NEWTOWN FC 5 2 0 3 7 7 0 6

8 UNIV. NANTERRE 5 1 2 2 2 4 -2 5

9 SOUTHDOWN FC 5 1 0 4 6 9 -3 3

10 FATAL FLOPS FC 5 0 2 3 1 4 -3 2

11 ARMANI CASUALS 5 0 0 5 1 11 -10 0

12 LANG GAH 5 0 0 5 3 17 -14 0

OUR APOLOGIES

Things have been running a little slowly for the

last couple of months. Many problems and

delays have held us up.

However, touch wood things have now settled

down and fingers crossed we are getting back

to normal and things are going to speed up a

bit in the process.

Thanks again for sticking with it in our dire

times

MANAGERIAL RATINGS

DIVISION 1

Ian Read - Wycombe Falcons - 1

S.Mcauley - Laissez-faire - 2

Craig Lawton - Skelmersdale - 5

DIVISION 2

Bard Moller - Dow Crag Rovers - 3

Gerard Molloy - Ameliehekeani - 4

Danny Breznitz - Tudor Avenue - 6

DIVISION 3

Paul Hansford - Red Star - 13

Peter Brooks - Bolton Tigers - 18

Kev Presland - Balderton Fc - 21

DIVISION 4

Danny Smith - G.M.I Seville - 23

Hugo Allen - Rustin Diamonds - 25

Dave Hails - Southdown Fc - 34

THE INTERNATIONALROLE OF

SHAME

The following players are all suspended next

session for the number of games shown besides

their name :- NIHANI [3] (ASIA) /
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INTERNATIONALS GROUP ONE
SPAIN  7pts

SWEDEN  7pts

ASIA 6 pts

DENMARK 5pts

USA 4 pts

AFRICA 2pts

GROUP 1

SWEDEN 1 : 2 ASIA ( - )
Morten(s) 54 Delhi 48
Att 50765 Wong-foo 52
Wind: Calm off - Nihani (78)
Pitch: Muddy 

USA 2 : 1 DENMARK (A - 0.9)
Cherundolo 30 Morten bo-jens 88
Boston 38 Att 57823
Wind: Calm Pitch: Muddy

AFRICA 0 : 2 SPAIN (A - 1.1)
Att 61810 Valdez 30
Wind: Calm Hartez 67
Pitch: Wet 

INTERNATIONAL ROUND-UP

SERIES THREE
GROUP 1

At Nya Ullevi it was hosts Sweden that were the pre-
match favourites against visiting Asia. They lined up in a
rather positive looking 3-4-3, with their counterparts
coming for the draw, in a 4-4-2. Both managers employed
man marking, and both Chapati and Sorensen had
trouble influencing the game due to their “shadows”. But,
for the Swedish management it might have been better
going for Wong-Foo, as he was helping out his defence,
and going with a heavy attack line that surely must be
seen as missed option. As it was their attack had trouble
creating any chances, while their defence had control over
proceedings. Not much goal mouth action as a result, but
some abysmal goalkeeping at both ends meant that from
four shots we got three goals, and Asia won with the odd
goal in three. ***** The USA fans hoped for a better
showing from their team at home to Denmark, than what
they managed away against the Spaniards in their last
match. USA lined up in a very positive 2-3-5, while the
Danes had a well balanced 4-4-2, solid defensively, but
still threatening enough in the middle and up front,
especially as designated marker Sweet never managed to
keep Engslev under control. This led to a match of many
chances, and both goalies had to make some good saves
to keep the shoreline down. Despite it being the visitors
that had majority of possession, the hosts went up to 2-0
with goals in the 30th and 38th minute, and despite all their
chances, they only managed to pull one back late on, in
the 88th minute, to make the final score 2-1. ***** Africa at
home to Spain in the last match of the group, and with the
squads looking to be relative even, the managerial
dispositions would possibly decide the result. So for the
home fans it was strange to see that their manager had
decided to let all of the midfielders of their visitors go about
their business without any kind of marking, while the
Spanish managed to restrict Mbona’s impact on the
game, and kept Kigali more or less completely out of it. As

GROUP 2

SCOTLAND 1 : 0 SOUTH AMERICA (H - 0.9)
Mcandrew 82(p) bkd - Messi (89)
bkd - Caledonia (78) Att 66247
Inj - Ailsa (1) Wind: Calm
Pitch: Good 

GERMANY 0 : 0 ENGLAND (A - 0.5)
Att 67092 Wind: Calm
Pitch: Wet 

RUSSIA 1 : 2 EIRE (A - 0.7)
Oleg 38 O’neill 22
Inj - (p)putin (14) Smith 62
Att 63360 Wind: Calm
Pitch: Wet 

a result what should have been a quite even match, was a
very one sided one, and the away team came away with a
well deserved 2-0 win.

GROUP 2

Big game of the round was to be at Ibrox Stadium, where
hosts Scotland entertained an on paper equally strong
South America, in a meeting between two of the
favourites for The International Trophy. I said it was to
be, as due to a suspension on their main man (G) Inncie,
the South Americans had a much less potent team going
into the match, and as the marking only tweaked it slightly
better for them, the hosts had much the better of play here.
Still the Scots had a hard time getting shots on target, as
the visitors worked their socks off trying to keep them at
bay, and it wasn’t until a doubtful penalty was awarded, in
the 82nd minute, that the hosts managed to break the
deadlock. So we didn’t get the classic we had hoped for,
but for Scotland the three points is all that matters, and for
South America they at least can take pride in their heroic
defending. ***** In the match between the old foes in
Munich, as the Germans entertained England, we saw a
case of bad management costing the on paper far superior
team two points, as the match ended in a dull 0-0 draw.
The hosts lined up in a fairly attack minded 3-3-4, with a
well motivated Meyer at the back. The visitors fielded their
team in a strange SW-2-4-3. It left them well in control of
proceedings, but due to some good marking from the
Germans, their advantage was not what it could have
been, and the big and strange mistake from the English
management, was that they decided against using any
marking of their own. Thus they really struggled to break
down their opponents, and had to settle for a handful of
long range shots, with Meyer never looking to get beaten.
***** In Moscow it was another case of strangely bad
management, as here the Russians would surely have
benefited greatly if they had managed to restrict Magilton
and Whelan, but no marking was the option opted for
here. As a result the Irish team were well in control, and
only some sloppy finishing meant they had to settle for a
narrow looking 2-1 win.

INTERNATIONALS GROUP TWO
SCOTLAND 10pts

SOUTH AMERICA 7pts

EIRE 7pts

ENGLAND 5pts

DEMARK 1 pts

RUSSIA 0 pts
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HOW AND WHEN YOUR CASH IS ADDED TO YOUR TEAM CASH BALANCES

Some managers seem to find it difficult to get their heads round the ways and whereas that cash gets added to

your Team cash balances. SO to try to explain it a little more here goes.

How cash appears:

1. Most appears listed according to source [A]

2. Some cash, mostly corrections, appears as miscellaneous [B]

3. Rep squad and int squad cash appears in your 'cash' value in the turn the squads are produced [C]

4. Euro gate receipts appear in the balance brought forward in the turn following the match [D]

49.  MATHLETICO        Session: 12 Acct No: XYZ

Manager: A.CUMIN    SPs: 4 Cash: #1,336,936 [C]

BALANCE B/Fwd : + #1,111,111 [D]

INCOME                                                                               EXPENDITURE 

KFA CONTRACTUAL PAYMENT:  #100,000 [A]                 PLAYER WAGES:                       #260,000 

GATE RECEIPTS:                         #135,825  [A]                TACTICAL PLOYS:                      #10,000 

FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS:          # 20,000  [A]                  SCOUTING EXPENSES:            #15,000  

MISCELLANEOUS:                        #150,000 [B]                   YOUTH INVESTMENT:              #20,000

MONEY GAINED FROM SPs:           #50,000  [A]                  GROUND DEVELOPMENT:      #50,000

                                                         #455,825                                                                    #355,000

NET PROFIT FOR SESSION :             #100,825

Note here that if there has been a Euro home game in the previous session, then the value [D] of 1,111,111 will

be higher that the cash balance in the previous session. In this session, MATHLETICO had 5 players in INT

squads, so [C] = 1,111,111 + 100,825 + 125,000 = 1,336,936

CHALLENGE TEAMS

We have a small number of Challenge sides - think Sunderland or Bolton Wands and treble

their problems. We would like to see them in good managerial hands to bring them back to

life. So Take one on - this is not a short-term offer - and we’ll give you £30 free credit to get

you deep into the rebuilding process that is necessary for them.
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LEADING SCORERS

DIVISION 1
1 CRUUSE LAISSEZ-FAIRE 8

2 NIHANI FLAMENGO RJ 7

3 ELM ST JOHNS 5

4 MURRAY ST JOHNS 5

5 COUGAS LAISSEZ-FAIRE 5

6 FEHR CROSSPIT UTD 5

7 JELTZIN WYCOMBE FALCONS 4

8 SMITH D.D.T. 4

DIVISION 2
1 DANSON TUDOR AVENUE 9

2 BENITO KIRKWOOD ALBION 8

3 MBIA TUDOR AVENUE 8

4 CARLOS STIFEZ FAAREVEJLE UTD 7

5 MORTEN(S) TUDOR AVENUE 7

6 PARISIENNE SPORTING STARS 6

7 SIGGI SIGGS SPORTING STARS 6

8 O’NALLY FAAREVEJLE UTD 5

DIVISION 3
1 DRISCAN PUTNEY CELTIC 10

2 WAG BUTLER ARSENAL 1866 8

3 CRETE PUTNEY CELTIC 5

4 HERNANDO BOLTON TIGERS 4

5 GINOLA BARNET F.C. 4

6 PETER ARSENAL 1866 4

7 ZEN BALDERTON FC 4

8 OVERMARS WEST LONDON FC 4

DIVISION 4
1 CHERUNDOLO RUSTIN DIAMONDS 6

2 MCANDREW WATH DEARNESMEN 4

3 CROCHE UNIV. NANTERRE 4

4 BAYERN LUTON LIONS 4

5 VICKERS LUTON LIONS 4

6 SPEARING FC BARCA 4

7 MCBRIDE RUSTIN DIAMONDS 3

8 JAVIER HERVAS WATH DEARNESMEN 3

PRIVATE DEALS

WEST LONDON FC sold MATTECH (18-2 FW) {SBY} to ROYAL
SPURS for 550K

LANG GAH sold JA REYES (19-11 MF) to SOUTHDOWN FC for
800K

ROYAL SPURS sold WELLENS (19-3 MF) to WEST LONDON
FC for 0K

G.M.I SEVILLE sold CHECHNYA (18-2 FW) {P/S} {APP} to
D.D.T. for 400K

BOLTON TIGERS sold KEMP (18-4 FW) {SBY} to TUDOR
AVENUE for 750K

All deals completed successfully!

THE ROLE OF SHAME

The following players are all suspended next session for the

number of games shown besides their name :- KIKOOS [1]

(SYSTEM LORDS) / (G)INCCIE [1] (ROYAL SPURS) /

ISAKSSON [1] (WATH DEARNESMEN) /

Consec. Home Defeats

Armani Casuals 14 games

Lang Gah 4 games

Tameside Celtic 3 games

Since a Home Defeat

Skelmersdale 33 games

Ameliehekeani 22 games

Q Of N 12 games

Silva City 12 games

Arsenal 1866 12 games

St Johns 8 games

LEADING SCORERS (CAREER)

DIVISION 1
1 BROWNING WYCOMBE FALCONS 131 (in 358 games)

2 ZAMOROV ZION GARDENS 105 (in 220 games)

3 YOKO CROSSPIT UTD 73 (in 520 games)

4 OWEN ST JOHNS 62 (in 181 games)

5 TURKU MERXC LAISSEZ-FAIRE 62 (in 284 games)

6 ELM ST JOHNS 59 (in 111 games)

7 BEXSSON WYCOMBE FALCONS 57 (in 171 games)

DIVISION 2
1 BENITO KIRKWOOD ALBION 92 (in 143 games)

2 DELHI PRIMAL PARAGONS 90 (in 208 games)

3 SIGGI SIGGS SPORTING STARS 83 (in 178 games)

4 HEGEL KIRKWOOD ALBION 62 (in 451 games)

5 BRATTBARK FAAREVEJLE UTD 61 (in 192 games)

6 CARLOS STIFEZ FAAREVEJLE UTD 61 (in 140 games)

7 ABBASON TUDOR AVENUE 60 (in 257 games))

DIVISION 3
1 FREEMAN TERRA FIRMA 71 (in 485 games)

2 WONG-FOO ARSENAL 1866 66 (in 349 games)

3 WAG BUTLER ARSENAL 1866 64 (in 215 games)

4 HIGHTOWER BARNET F.C. 53 (in 413 games)

5 CRETE PUTNEY CELTIC 53 (in 155 games)

6 RODRIGO IPSWICH BLUES 44 (in 210 games)

7 O’NEILL BALDERTON FC 44 (in 135 games)

DIVISION 4
1 BENITEZ NEWTOWN FC 77 (in 303 games)

2 TIGANA FC BARCA 49 (in 492 games)

3 MCANDREW WATH DEARNESMEN 45 (in 435 games)

4 KIKOOS FATAL FLOPS FC 39 (in 130 games)

5 BOZNICH LANG GAH 37 (in 85 games)

6 VALDEZ NEWTOWN FC 33 (in 122 games)

7 HANS FC BARCA 31 (in 183 games)
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AUCTION RESULTS
  POS STATS NAME CLUB  FEE NO NHIGH

1) GK 17-0 CAJTOFT (LAISSEZ-FAIRE)  1056K 6 855K

2) SW 18-4 PERSSON (AMELIEHEKEANI)  373K 8 349K

3) DF 18-2 LARSSON (FATAL FLOPS FC)  333K 6 239K

4) MF 17-5 BJORN BJORG (LANG GAH)  1063K 9 898K

5) FW 18-3 HEMEDSSON (ZION GARDENS)  379K 9 325K

6) UT 18-4 DRAMVQUIST (SKELMERSDALE)  579K 4 427K

7)  CAPT COURSE  (WYCOMBE FALCONS)  656K 10 459K

9) FW 18-2 GRAVINA (RUSTIN DIAMONDS)  517K 1 499K

10) MF 20-9 MALMO (LUTON LIONS)  408K 1 362K

12) FW 18-2 GAMEIRO (TUDOR AVENUE)  750K 1 749K

13) DF/A 22-9 CARTHAGO (BOLTON TIGERS)  378K 2 341K

All players not shown were unsold.

7) MF  18-2  P APP  Amin of Wath Dearnesmen

         {RES 330k - 57% BW/ 39% CR}

8) WG  22-6  S -  Saabye of Silva City

         {RES 222k - 30% BW/ 33% CR}

9) FW  20-9  P/S -  Sansum of Wycombe Falcons

         {RES 385k - 34% BW/ 61% CR}

10) UT  19-11  S -  Llandudno of Lang Gah

         {RES 775k - 32% BW/ 44% CR}

11) MF  18-2  S APP  Berisha of Putney Celtic

         {RES 110k - 90% BW/ 56% CR}

12) MF/A/D  32-4  P -  Gorby of Real Santiago

         {RES 685k - 98 Capt. - 70% BW/ 50% CR}

13) MF  21-8  P/S -  Monrad of Bolton Tigers

         {RES 300k - 59% BW/ 30% CR}

14) MF  21-7  S -  Hannibal of G.M.I Seville

         (Res 245K)

NO POS  AGE/SKILL CAT TYPE  COMMENTS

1)  STAR QUALITY     *

2)  PHYSIO EXPERT     **

3)  RISER BOOST     ***

4)   FAKE PASSPORT     ****

5)  RISER REMOVAL     *****

6)  STC A       ******

* Purchase this item (nominate on bidding) and a level twelve player can be turned into a star but will be injured for 16 games

** Purchase this (nominate on bidding) and and player can have  current  injury reduced by three games

*** Purchase this item (Nominate on bidding) and a current riser will become an ultra fast riser

**** It is discovered (nominate on bidding) that the player in question is three years younger (Becomes minimum age of 19)

***** Nominate the player to receive this on bidding who must be a riser already. He loses the riser status but becomes a 95CR

or BW95 (your choice)

****** Purchase this (nominate or bidding ) and the player (qualified) will become a UT riser
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AUCTION NOTES
From now onwards we would like you to always write, `don't sell if he turns star in the messages to GM box
EVEN IF HE IS A LEVEL TWELVE STAR, as well as ticking the relevant DON'T SELL box in teampick. NOTE
THAT TICKING THE BOX IS THE MAIN DECISION-MAKER IN WHETHER A PLAYER IS SOLD OR NOT,
the GM Message is just to help the GM as during the transfers we have no way of knowing whether a player
has become level twelev in THAT SESSION.!

Also PLEASE DO NOT leave partially-completed transfers in your transfer section, i.e. leaving the team name
or the player, etc., it is laziness on your part and might result in strange things happening to your team!!!

And you MUST spell the names of the players included in any deal  correctly. If you don't then the program

might refuse them and they don't go through, so be careful.

In future, you are allowed multiple conditional bids from which the program will attempt to purchase

just one item.  However, you are also allowed multiple Unconditional bids from which the program will attempt

to purchase all. teampick users just have to use the relevant  boxes in the program, those who don't use

teampick must ensure they stick to these rules and make it clear on their turns just what they want to happen in

their bidding process.

LSO, be careful when doing deals etc. The program works on team order, which can cause problems.

Best idea is NOT to have 25 players in your squad at the start of a turn and do deals and sell to NL, cos

if the manager you are doing a deal with has  a lower team number than yours, the program will say

you have no space in your squad, even though you are trying to sell players to the non-league.  His

orders will be processed before yours!!

NOTE

THIS

WELL

CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS 
Can be made to us using the PAYPAL service. So if you want to pay

anything by credit card  then you could register with them and give it a try.
Also note that if you send your payments as a gift ALL of the cash reaches
us without any paypal fees being charged at our end and all is credited to

your account.

You can also pay by card/paypal through our new web-site

kickaboutonline.co.uk

ROLLER LEVELS
The following are the minimum levels relating to each session for entering players into the rolling auction:-

SESSIONS  MIN LEVEL

1 to 3  5

4 to 5  6

6 to 8  7

9 to 10  8

11+  9

These are also the same levels which decide whether a player will go straight to N/L when out of contract
rather then being put into the auction
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KICKABOUT SERVICES
MAILING - rather than sending SELF-
SEALING SSAE's, rather than getting
charged a £1 postage when you neglect to
send one in or if they don't arrive. Pay for all-
season mailing and we provide the envelope,
the stamp, and the sticky label as well. No sweat. A
season costs £25.00 overseas, £15.00 UK, or pro
rataish if started during the season.   

ALL EMAIL - if you have shomatch/ teampick
then you can elect not to have any
hardcopies sent to you at all as everything
can be done by email. Just let us know if you
wish to do this in future. Handy for those

abroad or in difficult postal areas. If you play in more
than one league, and paid for all season mailing it's
actually cheaper to buy shomatch and do it
this way. 

TEAMPICK/ SHOMATCH/ MARKINFO - all the
info you need for these programs is at -
www.Teampick.co.uk 

NEW WEB-SITE  is now up and running,
www.Kickaboutonline. co.uk to see the goodies 

MARKING INFO - Tim Dodge has put
together a clever little program that

allowss shomatch subscribers to gather all the
international squads together each session so
that you can use that info to get marking info.
Shomatch/ teampick subscribers get a file sent out a file
with all the int squads listed and this program pulls them
all together. Makes it easier than ploughing through
back newsletters, etc.

THE KICKABOUT COMMUNITY

EMAIL CHAT LIST - yes, you can

subscribe to our email discussion group.

There is a list for general Kickabout topics,

a list for each individual league, one for the

vulcano, one for teampick subscribers, even

one for the weekend players. Learn more

about the game, talk to other players and

the Gm. To subscribe to the main list send a

b l a n k  e m a i l  t o  K i c k a b o u t -

subscribe@yahoogroups.com. For others

you do the same except put the league,

name with Ka- infront of  subscribe.

However, some league lists have an ending

in .co.uk instead of .com, so if one doesn't

work then please try the other!!

One thing to note about subscribing to the

list, we post a regular schedule of where

every league is in the processing schedule,

when it is sent out, when the latest return-

by-date is. This is of great help and if you

have email you should really be receiving

Latest version now available at 

http://git.invisibles.org/cgi-

bin/cgit.cgi/markinfo-

SOCIAL MEDIA
We have finally been dragged kicking and screaming into the 21st Century , pity all dinsoaurs aren't like that and

have upped our presence on social media sites. Links to our pages will soon appear on the web-site, but in the

meantime we can be foudn on

FACEBOOK - kickabout online

and Twitter

Online Kickabout

Via this I will now be keeping everybody in touch of what has happenned during the day and what

leagues have been sent out plus other goodies
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MARKING IN ALL LEAGUES

As per the beginning of the season it is not
valid to use last season's marking numbers this
season. This was stated at the beginning of the
season quite clearly. Unfortunately, my
mathematical skills did not stretch to effectively
stopping this happening. Currently we are
working on a system for next season to prevent
last season's numbers from being re-used.
However it is still illegal to use last  season's
numbers, but of course there are some out

there who have tried their luck despite this.

Therefore from now onwards to the end of this post league season if
anybody is marked and feels that he has not been scouted THIS season
effectively and complains, I will ask the marking manager for proof from
his back turns that he has actually got the numbers legitimately. If he
hasn't then though the result will stand he will be docked  a point from
his club points total.

So rather than this happening, scout your feared opponents AGAIN this
season, and avoid being cast in the role of miscreant.  Also marked
managers please do not cry wolf unless you are very sure.

PS If anybody has sneaked a naughty scouting on their Session four
orders I suggest you re-submit them without the naughtiness, NOW!

MORE 36-1 TEAMS

At the end of the current Messi season ( about seven weeks form now0 and before season eleven commences

we are planning to start a third division. It will Be a much-needed boost for the league and the transfer market I

believe. In line with how the league was set-up and constituted. Existing managers Can play a second team in the

league so can take up a 36-1 team as well.

Things to remember.

This is a weekly turnaround league.

A 36-1 team is quite a challenge

Deals between teams managed by the same player are only allowed if Such are run past ME first for fairness.

There will be no promotion from this new third division or relegation from the current Second division at the end of

the first season because I doubt the third division sides Would be competitive.

Turn fee for the new third division sides in the first season will be half price, i.e. £12.50

Shall we put your name down then?
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SUPER CUP DRAW

1st Round Draw

CHARLATANS FC (Liv) v FC JANEIRO (Mon)

RHUDLAN ROVERS (Nel) v LOFTUS OLYMPICS (Nel)

HOPKINS UTD  (Mon) v UNDERGROUND FC (Dis)

EASTWOOD FOREST (Dis) v WOLFPACK FC (Liv)

SAINTS FC (Nel) v MIDNIGHT HEROES (Sha)

NFL FRANCHISE(Chu) v ROCK-A-NOORE (Ral)

ABBEY ROAD (New) v UFFINGTON FC (Gla)

INCIPIENT UTD(Sha) v  FURZE HILL (Nel)

RED STAR ROVERS (Gla) v ALIENS UTD (Ram)

AS CENTURIONS (Jac) v HORNCHURCH (Nel)

FC SANTOS (Ram) v LAISSEZ FAIRE (Dra)

FLAEMGO (Dis)v NACIONAL (Ram)

BYES

KONINGSWULF AS (Dis) /   RYL ARSENAL (New)

HOLLYBUSH FC (Ral) ROMFORD LIONS (Chu)

SPELLBINDER WILL BE MOVING IN THE SUMMER

So we are having a clearout. The following itmes are for sale. contact me in f you are intereste din any to discuss:-

BT HOME HUB 2.0 (Bosed and unusad)

ACER ASPIRE ONE NETBOOK (Windows 7)

BLACKBERRY PLAYBOOK TABLET

BROTHER ALL-iIN-ONE INKJET PRINTER MFC -620CN

BT HOME HUB 5

BT HOME HUB 4

KODAK EASYSHARE PHOTGRAPH COLOUR PRINTER

MTECH GYRO FLIER HELICOPTER REMOTE CONTROL

INTELLIVISON GAMNES CONSOLE PLUS VOICE SYNTHESISER UNIT PLUS 70 GAMES

STAR TREK NEW GENERATION COLLECTORS EDITION (178 EPISODES) UNUSED IN FACTORY 

PACKAGING DVD

STARTREK / STRA TREK NEW GENERATION ALL TEN MOTION PICTURE MOVIES STILL SHRINK WRAPPED AND

UNUSED 

BLACKBERRY CURVE SMARTPHONE

BLACKBERRY Z10 SMARTPHONE
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OCTOBER  WEEKEND 

So due to popular demand we have arranged another Norwich

Kickabout weekend. It will be held on the 6th to 9th of October

at the Lansdowne Hotel in Norwich. You book your room direct

with the hotel, if you mention Kickabout/spellbinder you get a

reduced room rate of £38 per night.

reservations@lansdownnorwich.co.uk

Cost to us for the weekend as per usual is £35.

We have had  a number of great weekends here. Norwich is a

great place, plenty to do, good restaurants, pubs and more. So

why not come along, would love to see some of you who are

still names on paper, or who haven't shown their faces for ages!

BULK PAYMENT OF TURN FEES - remember if you pay
£51.00 at one time (which can cover more than one team) you
get an extra free turn credited to your account. This offer does
not include shomatch/weekend monies!

MANAGER OF THE MONTH
DIVISION ONE: goes to manager Samson of St Johns, good

wins both in league and league cup.

DIVISION TWO: goes to manager Hudson of Silva City, perfect

start for the new manager here.

DIVISION THREE: goes to manager Moller of Arsenal 1866,

getting great wins in both league and league cup, beating 1st

division opposition.

DIVISION FOUR: goes to manager Hails of Southdown FC,

finally getting the season going?
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The Virtual weekend went really well and was great fun. Just a pity that more

of you did not take part. Those never having been to a face-to-face weekend

should really try their luck at a virtual one. So why not get your name down

for the next one.

We plan to hold another on the weekend of 4th November - dates to be

confirmed still. Just £15 to take part and you can win £50 of free turns if you

win the ratings plus there were lots of other goodies on show during the

recent one. SO more reason to join the happy throng. 

So get your name down now. LOTS OF FREE TURNS TO BE WON IN
COMPTEITIONS AND YOU NEVER KNOW THERE JUST MIGHT BE

ABOTHER BONUS TURN FEE OFFER

Neil Humphries*, Gerard Molloy*, Scott Abraham*, Gareth Ashcroft*,  Pete
Condon & Paul Sutton* all had such good fun at the recent one that they
have already said they will be taking part again in November

DRAKE REPRESENTATIVE SQUAD
1) GROSCICS GK 21-12  RED STAR
2) KALAMBERO GK 19-12  Q OF N
3) KIRIN SW 19-12 P REAL SANTIAGO
4) HAMILL SW 37-12 S BERUIT FC
5) ACE CHINOOK DF 30-14 P/S ST JOHNS
6) TOR HEYERDOL DF 22-13 P RUSTIN DIAMONDS
7) MORT SUBIEK DF/A 18-12 S WALTON RANGERS
8) RAOUL MOAT DF 20-12 P/S SYSTEM LORDS
9) BENDTNER DF 19-12 P/S FAAREVEJLE UTD

10) VALDO MF/A 22-13 P KIRKWOOD ALBION
11) TROMSO MF/A/D 25-12 P/S FLAMENGO RJ
12) THOMAS MF/A/D 26-12 P/S SKELMERSDALE
13) TURKU MERXCMF/A/D 26-12 P/S LAISSEZ-FAIRE
14) SORENSEN MF/A/D 24-12 P/S WYCOMBE FALCONS
15) BENSSON FWT 20-13 P/S SKELMERSDALE
16) BENITO FW 33-13 P/S KIRKWOOD ALBION
17) SMITH WG 18-12 P/S D.D.T.
18) WAG BUTLER FWS 27-12 P/S ARSENAL 1866
19) CARLOS STIFEZ WG 28-12 P/S FAAREVEJLE UTD
20) DRISCAN UT 23-12 P/S PUTNEY CELTIC
21) SHOSTOKOVICH UT 21-12 S G.M.I SEVILLE
22) MILKI UT 23-12 P/S BOLTON TIGERS

Session 5 Drake League Friendly

Pool

FAAREVEJLE UTD VS ROYAL SPURS

WALTONRANGERS VS TERRA FIRMA

LANG GAH VSARSENAL 1866

HATCHEND HEROES VS LUTON LIONS

AMELIEHEKEANI VS FENHAM ROVERS

BALDERTON FC VS WATH DEARNESMEN

G.M.I SEVILLE VS SOUTHDOWN   FC

PRIMAL PARAGONS VS FATAL FLOPS FC
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